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AMELIA ERHART ---- A CONNECTION
EXPLORED IN A SERIES OF EMAILS

The original email was directed via Frank and posted on his page and is not currently available to
be be posted here but Jim will pull it from the archives shortly.

In short the writer had seen the Achilles story on site and noted the comments in the book where
Jack Harker claimed the Achilles had detected transmissions from the missing aviator Ameila
Earhart in 1937 where she was trying to fly across the Pacific. DJR
12th March 2003
Sir
Thank you for your compliments. The Achilles reprint has fallen on fallow
ground here in New Zealand and almost of the interest has come from
offshore. I am of course pretty proud of the effort but am concerned that
the reprint might wrongly become some sort of authority.
Publishing history on the internet is a bit like the message is sent down
the line ‘Send reinforcements. Going to advance’ when it reaches the other
end it has become ‘Send three and fourpence going to a dance’.
Despite having served with and under many of the officers and ships company
of Achilles during my own time in the navy for us the Battle of the River
Plate was relegated to just another day when you had to dress up and go to
church after which all these old guys in blazers went up to the mess and got
‘on the turps’.
It remained that way until I was fortunate enough to come across Jack
Harker’s book HMNZS Achilles and probably more fortunate enough to have a
few days in bed with the flu which created an opportunity to read it.
Soon the names came flooding back and it was not very long before I realised
that this was a book about men who molded my career and subsequent life. I
always respected them and there was now a realisation as to why that was.
All along none of them ever made anything of their service in that battle
and neither did the navy.
I came to the opinion that this was perhaps a story about the day the Royal
New Zealand Navy actually came to be something. It was also the story the
navy never told us themselves.
It seemed to be just what I needed to give the communications website a real
good start in my new career as the webmaster. I have published books on my
website (www.woodenboat.net.nz now closed) before and companies as prestigious as Brown
and Sons in Edinburgh have given me a free hand to republish out of print
works.
The publisher of this book was Jack Harker himself and a meeting was
arranged to discuss permission to republish it up on the communications
site. It was at that meeting I clicked. Jack was not actually on the
Achilles at the Battle of the River Plate and is the Tusi Tala, the teller
of tales. Jack is a good researcher who gets the framework down and then
fleshes them up with anecdotes gleaned from reunions. All of Jack’s books
fall into the category known as ‘vanity publishing’ and he has carried the
publishing costs.
I am comfortable with that because in the end it is probably a more
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realistic version of history than the official one which was subject to the
aspirations of the writer (the senior officer) and numerous civil servants
along the way. Certainly the Royal New Zealand Navy will not admit that the
stories Jack wrote are credible and they consistently refuse to make serving
personnel aware that the Achilles book has been published on the internet.
You will appreciate that republishing such a book on the internet can be a
wonderful experience once you get the ‘bug’. There are many references to
WWII events on the net I might never have otherwise known about and it was a
sobering experience reading them. I found quite a bit of written information
about my own father and his war that he never told me himself before he
died.
It seems to me that those men kept the war to themselves and might not even
tell their story when asked. It is only now that it seems to be politically
correct to tell the story and that is the role Jack took up, and one for us
to follow I guess. The opinion that the generation that fought and won that
war was the most influential of human history has my full support.
But back to the reality of the history. Without being seen to be critical,
if you read more than one of Jack’s books you find he was the master of cut
and paste long before it became an electronic normality
I do have an inquisitive mind and have taken some steps to check out various
parts of the book. That there is a life to be lived meant I did not stray
down too many side roads, what is there already had consumed about 8 hours
of my early morning sleep time for a couple of months.
It surprised me that the book existed for some thirty years without anybody
noticing that eight pages were printed in the wrong order. That created a
version of history that had events in the Solomans happening between the
time Achilles let go for’d let go aft and actually reached the harbour mouth
in Japan.
Reading Jack’s books can have your mind running in neutral by two thirds
through the book especially when you have read the information in another
book. When you are republishing almost on word by word basis you pick up on
fact that does not look right. As far as references to Earheart in the
Achilles story are concerned it worries me that more was not made of the
saga in the book. It is almost an offhand reference that takes up just a few
paragraphs (on the website the majority of the story you read is sidebar
information I have added myself because it fell into the category of being a
major point of interest). References to them reading the radio signals come
more out of the loop to the US rumour mill rather than from Jack himself.
But who can we ask. There is only one sparker still alive who might know and
he has never made mention of the story. Jack Williamson went on to become
the RNZN’s founding electrical officer and subsequently the founder of
Electronic Navigation one of our countries foremost supplier of radar, radio
and navigation equipment to the maritime industry. Another who is alive is
an Australian, Willy Rudd was at the River Plate as a signalman and became a
communications officer in the RNZN after the war. To date any of his
recollections of the incident have yet to surface when I have talked to him.
You would have thought that the information would have gone around the ship
like wildfire had there been any substance to it. I am fast learning that
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you have to ask the questions to get the answers and I may not have asked
the right one. Never mind you have stirred the pot and tomorrow I will make
contact with another communicator who served on Achilles as a youngster at
the end of the war and subsequently took a commission to serve well into the
70’s. He has contact with Jack Williamson and perhaps a more pointed
question might get you a positive answer.
Regards
Dave Robertson
David,
My apologies ! I was in such a hurry to post the previous e-mail I
neglected to ‘sign-off’ .
Again, I’m most appreciative of your (& that of your fellow mates)
extraordinary efforts expended in responding to my (to say the least)
very unusual inquiry.
I can appreciate the fact that communicating with Mr. Williamson will be
most difficult, epecially asking him to recall events that occurred over
65+ years ago, so I am grateful to him & yourself for undertaking the
task.
One of the saddest aspects of the Earhart ‘search’ is the inescapable
fact that most of the folks having personal, contemporaneous contact
with & knowledge of the original facts & circumstances, surrounding
Earhart’s disappearance, have passed on & such knowledge they had has
been lost forever, unless they somehow documented their experiences
before passing on.
That is why your own effort to preserve such a legacy for future
generations of your countrymen is so important, ...as it is very hard
for people to set a course for their place in the future, if they have
no real comprehension as to where they’ve been & from whence they’ve
come.
One other observation, connected with the HMNZS Achilles well deserved
place in your nation’s (& indeed the world’s ) history, is the
undeniable fact that at the battle off the River Plate, in 1939, the
very _first_ ‘chink’ was chipped out of the Nazis’ previously perceived,
‘invincible’ coat of military/naval armor !
Please keep up the good work.
Yours truly,
Don Neumann
sandon@webtv.net
USA
‘Not to sure the Nazi tag would rest lightly on Lansdorf’s shoulders.
I think it is fair to say the majority of the Kreigsmarine were pretty
straight up and down’...
*********
David,
You’re correct, Lansdorf & his crew were indeed warriors of the ‘old
school’, when crew members were evacuated from ships about to be sunk.
Lansdorf himself was an honorable man, believe he committed suicide some
time after ‘deep-sixing’ the Graf Spee, because he’d not gone down with
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his ship & felt he’d failed his duty to the Fatherland.
However, the Battle off the Plate, was really the _first_ evidence that
the German military/naval juggernaut was _not invincible, because of the
perserverence & valor of the crews of those three outgunned RN & RNZ
ships, who skillfully hunted down & cleverly outmanuvered the German
raider in 1939, ...which was otherwise a very ‘bleak’ year for the
British Commonwealth & the rest of the world !
Don Neumann
sandon@webtv.net
12th March 2003
Subject: Re: HMNZS Achilles/Amelia Earheart
In continuation. Jim Blackburn, a WWII veteran who is on the RNZN
Communications Association Committee and I have arranged a meeting with the
Jack Williamson I mentioned in my email of yesterday. We will be going down
to his house in Devonport not too far from the naval base tomorrow morning.
By coincidence the other surviving communicator of the Battle of the River
Plate (Willy Rudd) lives in the same street just a few doors further along.
I think both are in the same houses they purchased as young men in the navy.
(remember both were commissioned from the ranks and history has shown that
both always had their lives in order).
Jack Williamson has told Jim that he was the RDF operator on Achilles at the
time of the Earheart search and as such is without doubt the best man to
tell us what really happened (and possibly the last surviving direct link
with what went on). He said that the ship typically heard many fragments of
transmission over the period but never anything that was out of the ordinary
or that could be identified as being from the missing flyers. As I have
indicated the man is the salt of the earth and his word can be trusted to be
the truth.
You might like to send me any specific questions you may like us to put to
him on your behalf remembering that he is infirm, hard of hearing and has
difficulty speaking at length. This is going to be a once only interview.
Regards
Dave Robertson
----------------
David,
Many thanks for the extraordinary efforts you are making on my behalf !
Mr. Williamson’s recollections will be of considerable importance in
regard to the task of attempting (albeit 65+ years after the fact) to
obtain a factual account of what really took place in the radio room of
HMNZS Achilles, during the unsuccessful search for Ms. Earhart, her
navigator (Fred Noonan) & her Electra aircraft.
This past year, an organization of Earhart searchers has undertaken an
effort to attempt to catalogue _all_ of the known post-flight
termination radio signals that were reported, as supposedly emanating
from the ‘downed’ Electra, for a period of days following the time-frame
wherein it was determined that the fuel reserve of the Electra had been
exhausted.
One of the ‘key’ elements in trying to ‘fit’ all the post-flight radio
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signals into some kind of reasonable, ‘explainable’ pattern, has always
been the signals reportedly heard by the radio operator(s) of the HMNZS
Achilles.
There are several questions that come to mind, that you might wish to
present to Mr. Williamson, regarding this experience & his own, personal
recollections about same:
1- Does he recall whether the story about the mysterious series of
‘long-dashes’ is indeed _factual_, ...& _if_ they _were_ heard by the HMNZS Achilles operator(s), could
they be characterized as being sent by a telegraphic ‘key’, ...or could they have been transmitted by
someone ‘simulating’ morse code signals by using the push-to-talk button on a ‘voice’ MIC ? (This
would be important, because it has been documented that Ms. Earhart did _not_ have any
telegraphic ‘key’ on board the Electra.)
2- Does Mr. Williamson remember if all/any of the Itasca/Earhart radio traffic received by the radio
operator(s) of HMNZS Achilles, was recorded (contemporaneously) in the ship’s radio room log & if
so, does he have any knowledge as to whether such logs were preserved & if so, where they might
be located now ?
3- Assuming that the story about the series of ‘long-dashes’ is _factual_, does Mr. Williamson agree
with Mr. Harker’s book, that the series of ‘long’ morse dashes was received on the 9th of July, 1937 ?
4- Does he recall the ID of any of the other radio room personnel on that voyage & if the story about
the ‘long-dashes’ _is_ factual, does he remember _which_ operator actually reported hearing same ?
(Are any of the _other_ radio room personnel still with us ?)
From: David Robertson <studio@northbeachdesign.co.nz>
Date: Thu, 13 Mar 2003 14:29:31 +1300
Subject: Re: HMNZS Achilles/Amelia Earhart

Our conversation with Jack did not fit the pattern of your questions and I will therefore rearrange
what we were told into a better chronological order so that it makes more sense in the reading.
HMNZS Achilles was in Honolulu. They were berthed near the USN survey ship Itasca and Jack and
some of his fellow telegraphists spent a fair bit of time with telegraphists on the Itasca. It was from
them that the news of the Earhart search first came. Jack tells me that the news was taken back to
Achilles but only met with faint interest from the Chief PO Tel Harry Lynch. News from the Itasca
that they were bound for Canton to put up the flag was well received however by the SCO.

Shortly after this Achilles went out to Hilo where they set about cleaning up Captain Cooks
Memorial when suddenly the ship upped anchor, turned south and increased speed to 30 knots. A
few days later they arrived at Canton Island and a party was put ashore which proceeded to set up a
shore base and claim the island in the name of the Queen. Some shelters were built, a radio station
was set up and two telegraphists manned the station. USS Itasca arrived shortly after being only
capaable of 13 knots. They were apparently pretty pissed as they had been sent to claim Canton for
the United States. First up best dressed.

On departing Canton Island heading south four operators were turned to watch about manning the
RDF set (model not known but an immediate predecessor to the FM12 which was still in service
when I left). All transmissions were logged on 500khz and frequencies thought to be in the LF range
of .3Mhz were also monitored by the team. The technology to monitor an exact frequency was not
available on Achilles at the time and the operators were ‘swinging’ across known aviation
frequencies. Jack says that in hindsight any chance of hearing the flyers if they were there was lost
because they did not have a wavemeter to get on to the exact frequency the aircraft would have
been using. Jim, Jack and I are very suspicious about the voice only capability of the aircraft.
Certainly any dsb transmission on a receiver set up for cw would have detected a carrier wave. As
late as the early 70’s morse code was still being used for long haul flights across the Pacific and to
set out with only voice capable equipment would seem to me to be an oversight. The chances of an
ordinary ship of the day having voice capable equipment on watch would be slight but the chances
of being heard on 500khz would be much better. Jack is quite clear that nothing of value was ever
heard by him and none of the other operators mentioned anything to him. I am sure if it had it
would have been logged and the log would have been suitably marked and there would be certain
proof through Jack Williamson’s recall. Jack did say that there was a lot of ‘peculiar’ stuff around in
the form of Japanese morse transmissions (Katakana) but they could not read that hand. There may
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be something sinister about the amount of Japanese traffic but we will never know what it was
because it was simply not recorded. Nobody knew how to do that at the time. Jack and another
telegraphist Dave Ingram were amongst the first to themselves that skill.

Jack later added that he thought all the Jap traffic was caused by them introducing their new fleet
code about that time. This was broken quite early and no doubt shortened the war.
> 1- Does he recall whether the story about the mysterious series of
> ‘long-dashes’ is indeed _factual_, ...& _if_ they _were_ heard by the
> HMNZS Achilles operator(s), could they be characterized as being sent by
> a telegraphic ‘key’, ...or could they have been transmitted by someone
> ‘simulating’ morse code signals by using the push-to-talk button on a
> ‘voice’ MIC ?
No there was nothing like that at all.
> (This would be important, because it has been documented that Ms.
> Earhart did _not_ have any telegraphic ‘key’ on board the Electra.)
> (That is all very well but it is a simple task to make up a morse key if you want one.
A couple of pieces of wire and a bit of cardboard would be enough. DJR)
> 2- Does Mr. Williamson remember if all/any of the Itasca/Earhart radio
> traffic received by the radio operator(s) of HMNZS Achilles, was
> recorded (contemporaneously) in the ship’s radio room log & if so, does
> he have any knowledge as to whether such logs were preserved & if so,
> where they might be located now ?
THERE WERE NO TRANSMISSIONS RECEIVED THAT GAVE ANY FIRM INDICATION AS COMING
FROM EARHART NOR WERE ANY TRANSMISSION RECEIVED THAT CREATED SPECULATION THAT
THEY COULD HAVE COME FROM EARHART.
No Itasca/Erhart radio traffic was received that was recognised as such.
Transmission that could be logged were, transmissions that could be heard
but not understood because of the language were not. If the logs were kept
they might be in some government archive we don’t know about. If the navy
still had them I doubt they still do. Not so long ago a contractor engaged
to shift naval records to a new storage facility instead took them to the
local dump. If Earhart’s history went there it is keeping my history company
at the bottom of a reclaim somewhere.
> 3- Assuming that the story about the series of ‘long-dashes’ is
> _factual_, does Mr. Williamson agree with Mr. Harker’s book, that the
> series of ‘long’ morse dashes was received on the 9th of July, 1937 ?
No he does not. I will have to ask Jack Harker what his source was.
> 4- Does he recall the ID of any of the other radio room personnel on
> that voyage & if the story about the ‘long-dashes’ _is_ factual, does he
> remember _which_ operator actually reported hearing same ?
To answer that question I need to explain that in 1937 the New Zealand
component of the Royal Navy presence in New Zealand waters was just
evolving. There were few if any officers of New Zealand origin and the bulk
of serving men were from the RN. They would do about 5 years on station and
had an eye for a buck. They would remit their pay home and pick up 25% on
the cash exchange and then have it remitted back and pick up a further 25%.
One of the reasons for the term ‘Remittance Men” in our lore. Many if not
most were veterans of WWI and not a few were veterans of the Crimea. Many
never went ashore in their entire time here but would lend their money,
pound for pound and on return to the UK often had enough money to buy a pub.
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So there were not many New Zealanders in the communications (or signals
branch onboard). The most senior NZ rating was a Leading Telegraphist who’s
name we can’t remember.
These Royal Navy Colonial service persons returned to RN duty on completion
of their stint ‘in the Colonies’ (as we still say).
The Signal Offiecr was Sir Peter Dornay who was a cousin of the Queen.
The Chief was Harry Lynch
There were four Leading Tels, three from the RN one of who was named
Furness. The New Zealander goes unnamed at this time.
There were about four to six Tels from the Two of them were left behind
manning the radio station on Canton Island at the time this was happening.
There were four Boy Tels of whom one was Jack Williamson age 16 and a half
years.
Jack was 19th boys. There was a system where one intake would have four boy
tels, the next no sigs entrants, the next four signal boys, the next four
boy tels and so on. You can see that as a 19th Boy Jack would not have had
many ahead of them. Jack Harker was 11th or 12th I think.
> (Are any of the _other_ radio room personnel still with us ?)
Jack Williamson is a highly intelligent and practical person. His integrity
is without question. His recall is unwavering and I have no doubt that what
he says is correct.
Sorry but it looks like the Japanese or the deep blue sea holds the final
answer to your riddle.
Dave Robertson
David,
I greatly appreciate your comments, observations & evaluations regarding
the information you have developed so far, regarding the Earhart
‘long-dash’ signals.
I’m in agreement, Jack Williamson’s first-hand, contemporaneous
experiences in the HMNZS Achilles’ radio room, during the time-frame
when the ‘supposed’ Earhart ‘signals’ occurred, are much more compelling
than a signal officer’s 2nd-hand revelations, based upon reports he
received from ‘other’, unidentified radio room personnel.
If you think it would be helpful to contact the signal officer’s family,
for any information he may have conveyed, by personal letter, journal or
diary, I would be greatly appreciative of the effort, so long as it
doesn’t involve any invasion of the family’s private affairs, or might
raise-up any painful memories about the officer’s service years.
Anything you can do to obtain any additional facts about Jack Harker’s
original sources for his story about the Earhart ‘long-dash’ signals
would also be most welcome.
Your comments about the Japanese ‘signals’, heard by HMNZS Achilles, are
very interesting, as you may be already well aware of the fact that
there are numerous theories & hypothesies about the Earhart/Noonan
‘disappearance’ that center upon the involvement of a ‘supposed’
rescue/capture/internment of Earhart/Noonan, after her Electra
‘supposedly’ crash landed or ditched in the vicinity of Mili
Island/atoll in the Marshall Island Chain.
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There also exists a school of thought that Earhart/Noonan were
‘supposedly’ on a ‘spy’ mission, (allegedly overflying the Japanese
‘mandated’ islands) at the behest of the US government, then got lost &
ran out of fuel near the Marshalls.
While no incontrovertibile evidence has ever been developed to support
these theories, their adherents still insist such claims have never been
_’disproven’_.
Thanks again for your continuing interest in & efforts on behalf of my
‘quest’ .
Don N.
sandon@webtv.net
On 14/3/03 3:02, “don & Sandy n” <sandon@webtv.net> wrote:
> David,
>

> Once again I am indebted to you, Jim Blackburn & Jack Williamson for taking the time & making
the considerable effort of rolling back the ‘covers’ of history (more than 65+ years) to assist me in
seeking to determine the true facts of the (supposed) Earhart ‘long-dashes’ radio signals.

As suspected, it appears from Jack’s forthright statements, that there was _never_ any ‘identifiable’
signals, as coming from Earhart’s (supposedly) downed aircraft & in fact, (if I’m interpreting Jack’s
statements correctly) there was received _no_ ‘identifiable’ signals from Itasca, attempting to
_send_ signals _to_ the Earhart aircraft.

I do believe that Jack’s recollection of HMNZS Achilles ‘berthing’ with the Itasca in Honolulu,
occurred _before_ the Itasca sailed to Howland Island to serve as a ‘station’ for the incoming
Earhart aircraft & provide any DF assistance needed by Earhart in finding Howland Island. The
Itasca _did_ pickup (at Honolulu) personnel to be delivered to Howland, Baker, Jarvis & Canton
Islands, several months before Earhart began her R/T/W flight (from West to East), also providing
personnel, fuel & equipment to build a runway on Howland Island, specifically for Earhart’s landing.

Jack’s keen observation about the lack of any CW transmitting capacity aboard Earhart’s Electra,
being a serious ‘oversight’, is right on ‘target’. In fact it may have been one of the single most
serious shortcomings that plagued the flight, in it’s effort to locate Howland Island, as Earhart was
unable to use her ‘voice’ transmissions to give Itasca a sufficient signal upon which to provide a DF
bearing & for some (still unexplained reason) Earhart was unable to hear Itasca on either of her
‘voice’ frequencies (3105kcs & 6210kcs) .

Actually that is me saying that. I have some experience of operating from Sunderland flying boats
operating out of Lauthala Bay, Fiji. I know using the carrier signal to communicate by morse code
works, on our frigate Otago we once found a missing protest vessel on its way to Muroroa using this
method. Apparently, Earhart left behind her telegraphy ‘key’ & the ‘trailing’ antenna (before she left
the USA) that would have permitted her to send & receive CW transmissions on the 500kcs
frequency, the International distress frequency. [ You can make a key but the trailing antenna not]

Seems that she claimed neither she nor Noonan were sufficiently proficient in sending or
receiving morse code & the trailing antenna was too cumbersome to deploy & added additional,
unwanted ‘weight’ to an already ‘overloaded’ aircraft, ...too bad, as it might have made the
difference in finding Howland &/or at least, providing Itasca with a DF bearing to locate the aircraft
after it went missing. If it is at all possible, I would greatly appreciate it if you could contact Jack
Harker to question him about the origin of the ‘long-dashes’ signal, that has always been attributed
to the HMNZS Achilles radio operator(s), as I am always curious as to just how such tales originate,
especially in regard to the many Earhart stories that > have abounded over the past 65+ years. ...I
would suspect that it might
> very well have resulted from news media persons picking-up ‘scraps’ of
> information from various sources, seeking to create a ‘whole-cloth’
> story out of such scraps, as Mr. Harker _seems_ to imply in his book.
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Don’t hold your breath, Jack Harker shoots from the hip in such matters and
hope of him offering the source of his information is very slight. But I
will try.
There is one area common to both sources and that is in reference to the
frequency monitored. When the Signal Officer is said to have pointedly asked
about the frequency being monitored he was assured that they were on the
exact frequency being used by the Electra. Jack Williamson says that the
inability of Achilles to tune to an exact frequency at the time because it
did not have the means to do so was a factor that could well have made a
difference. We are talking about a man who over the years built much of the
radio communications equipment used by the RNZN (until the start of WWII
anyway). Independently he came up with the idea of cathode keying for more
efficient transmission of morse signals so I think he can be trusted to not
have his head clouded by the ‘facts’.
Tony Magon, an ex RNZN sparker with a long record of service in merchant
long range radio has offered the opinion the the long dashes are a
reasonably common part of direction finding procedures. Even Jack Harker’s
book refers to signal interference from many shore stations at the time and
it would be a brave man who could make the judgement that the signal came
from a specific source.
We think an attempt to track down the family of the Signal Officer might be
worthwhile. We think it was common practice for people of such station in
life to keep a journal and there must have been some reference in his
letters home at least.
I have heard the Japanese connection mentioned before in relation to this
story. Perhaps the comment by Jack that there was a lot of Japanese morse
traffic at the time has a sinister connection.
Regards
Dave

From: David Robertson <studio@northbeachdesign.co.nz>
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2003 09:19:11 +1300
To: don & Sandy n <sandon@webtv.net>
Subject: Re: HMNZS Achilles/Amelia Earhart
Don
I heard on the radio this morning that a large exhibition of Earhart
memorabilia has opened at Earhart’s old university the name of which
suddenly escapes me.
An approach to the descendents of the Achilles Signal Officer might be a
novel approach. It might not contain much in the way of technical facts but
I am sure if such a diary does exist it could provide you with another
opinion of the time. He was in the the opinion of Jack W a fair and
efficient man with a habit of tripping over his sword or anything else that
was handy.
RN Signal Officers were very well trained and I am sure if there is any
substance to any of Jack H’s commentary you will find proof there. He is
after all the man who is supposed to have asked the questions.
I am checking the spelling of the name now and will get back to you as soon
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as possible.
Dave
From: sandon@webtv.net (don & Sandy n)
Date: Sat, 15 Mar 2003 10:20:47 -0500 (EST)
To: studio@northbeachdesign.co.nz (David Robertson)
Subject: Re: HMNZS Achilles/Amelia Earhart
David,
Here is a website address for the recently publicized opening of a ‘new’
wing at the Amelia Earhart exhibit at Purdue University, (where Earhart
lectured) which University also helped finance the purchase of Earhart’s
Electra aircraft, wih which she made her ill-fated R/T/W flight.
Much of the material on exhibit has been provided by the family of
Earhart’s late husband, GP Putnam. It has some very interesting items
on display, but does require some complicated ‘surfing’ on the site to
visualize all the items available.
Any information you can discover about the HMNZS Achilles Signal
Officer, would be most helpful & very greatly appreciated.
Also, would you have any reservations about my contacting Jack Harker,
(assuming that you have an e-mail or postal address with which I might
be able to communicate) since I’m beginning to feel a bit ‘guilty’ about
having to put you to so much trouble & effort in ‘satisfying’ the
requirements of my ‘quest’ ?
My thanks again for your very gracious consideration of & response to my
innumerable inquiries !
Don Neumann
sandon@webtv.net
ps:
By the way, here is another website that you might find of some
interest, in regard to the ‘search’ for Amelia Earhart.
While this site has an admitted ‘bias’ toward the ‘theory’ that
Earhart/Noonan actually ‘landed’ their Electra on Gardner/Nikumaroro
Island, (in the Phoenix Chain) it does contain a considerable wealth of
information about the ‘search’ & the various theories/hypothesies that
have been developed about the ‘disappearance’ over the past 65+ years :
The Earhart Project
Address:http://www.tighar.org:80/Projects/Earhart/AEdescr.html
Changed:9:30 AM on Monday, March 10, 2003
18th march 2003
Don,
Later in the day I found more on Sir Peter. He passed away in July 1989 but
there is still hope as he had a son born in Auckland in 1938 one would
assume while he was serving on station.
His son’s name is Charles John Dawnay and I have emailed the RN
Communications Association webmaster for help in tracking him down to see if
his father kept a diary of the time. Certainly Sir Peter was prone to
writing papers as I have noted that he was published on several technical
warfare topics.
I find it hard to believe all of that information could have come from
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Achilles without Jack W knowing about it. I note one point in there it says
the British cruiser was on its way from Samoa to Hawaii whereas Jack says it
was on its way from Hawaii to Auckland.
I will continue.
Dave
Don
We hit the mother load with the former Signals Officer off the Achilles. In
addition to all of this he was the commanding officer of the Royal Yacht
Brittania from 1958 to 1962. Not a job for anyone.
I have sent off an email to see what else we can come up with. Sorry about
the formatting, it came off a website.
Dave
Vice-Admiral Sir Peter Dawnay, K.C.V.O., C.B., D.S.C .
D.S.C. - London Gazette : 7th March 1944 - For
gallantry, distinguished service and devotion to
duty on the staff of the C-in-C, Home Fleet, and in
.... HMS Duke of York .... during the action in
which the Scharnhorst was engaged and sunk.
The official recommendation for the D.S.C. states :
“Commander Peter Dawnay, M.V.O., Fleet Wireless
Officer. The very high standard of W/T efficiency which
was maintained throughout the action, and upon which
communications entirely depended, reflects the greatest
credit upon his untiring efforts during the whole
operation.”
Vice-Admiral Sir Peter Dawnay, K.C.V.O., C.B., D.S.C.
was born in 1904. In 1939 he accompanied King George VI
and Queen Elizabeth on their tour of Canada (M.V.O. 4th
class, L.G. 30th June 1939), and later that year was
appointed to Portsmouth Signals School. In Jan. 1941 he
joined the Signals Division at the Admiralty and served
as Communications Officer with the Admiralty Delegation
to the USA. He was then appointed to HMS Duke of
York , flagship of Admiral Fraser, the C-in-C Home
Fleet, in Oct. 1943 with the post of Fleet Wireless
Officer and received the D.S.C. for the part he played
in the action to sink the Scharnhorst. After leaving HMS
Duke of York , he served brief terms on Furious and then Rodney before
joining HMS Liverpool in April 1945.
In March 1948 he was made Deputy Director of the
Signals Division in the Admiralty but was back at sea in
1950-51 in command of HMS Saintes and the third
Destroyer Flotilla, seeing service in the Middle East.
In May 1952 he was appointed to the command of HMS
Mercury (Signal School) and two years later took
command of the cruiser HMS Glasgow . Promoted
Rear-Admiral in Jan. 1956, he was made Deputy Controller
of the Navy the following month, a post he held for two
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years (C.B., L.G. 1st Jan. 1958). His final appointment
was as Flag Officer, Royal Yachts, 1958 to 1962, after
which he retired from the service having been promoted
Vice-Admiral in 1959 (K.C.V.O., L.G. 12 Dec. 1961)
The Sinking of the Scharnhorst :Scharnhorst , a
battleship of 26,000 tons launched in 1936, was
arguably the most successful of all the German capital
ships of the Second World War. From the very beginning,
she posed a serious threat to British interests and had
sunk numerous vessels, including the auxiliary cruiser Rawalpindi and the
carrier Glorious , before she took temporary refuge
in Brest in March 1941. Breaking out with Gneisenau
and Prinz Eugen in Feb. 1942, all three ships
returned to German ports relatively unharmed
although it was only Scharnhorst which continued to be a menace to the
allies. She was at sea on December 26th, 1943,
attempting to intercept a convey bound for Russia,
when she found herself trapped between Rear-Admiral
Burnett’s escorting cruisers Belfast, Sheffield and
Norfolk and Admiral Fraser’s back-up force lead by
the battleship Duke of York . Fraser co-ordinated
the two squadrons in a superb pincer movement and,
in the late afternoon, he sprang the trap. Pounding
Scharnhorst with Duke of York’s 14in. guns, Fraser ordered simultaneous
torpedo attacks by both cruisers and destroyers; the
combined onslaught had a devastating effect and
Scharnhorst sank at 7.45 p.m. with only 36 saved
from her complement of over 1,800 men.
Medals : Royal Victorian Order (K.C.V.O), Knight
Commander’s set of insignia; and Member’s breast
badge (M.V.O.); The Most Honourable Order of the Bath (C.B),
Military Division; Distinguished Service Cross, Geo. VI;
Stars for 1939/45, Atlantic, Africa, Pacific and Italy;
Defence and War Medal; Naval General Service, 1915, one
bar, Palestine 1945-48; Jubilee 1935p Coronations 1937
and 1953; Jubilee 1977; U.S.A. Officer’s breast badge.

Dave,
Congratulations ! ...Simply _outstanding_ work on your part.
Dave,
It certainly appears that Sir Peter Dawnay carries _impecible_
credentials !
Now, we can only hope that his memory of a very obscure & minor event,
that occurred over 65 years ago, is as impressive as his long list of
distinguished ‘honors’, earned throughout an equally distinguished naval
career !
One of the questions that you might want to consider asking Sir Peter,
...does he have any recollection as to whether the radio logs of the
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HMNZS Achilles (for that ‘Earhart search’ time-frame) were preserved, &
if so, where he might suggest they could be accessed ?
Obviously, the follow-up question would be, ...whether or not he can
‘identify’ the ‘sparker’ who actually (supposedly) heard the ‘long-dash’
signals (supposedly) from the Earhart Electra aircraft.
In recent e-mail correspondence with a fellow ‘Earhart’ enthusiast, he
provided me with excerpts obtained from some other sources of supposed
(post-flight termination)’Earhart’ radio traffic, purportedly showing
the time-frame of the Itasca/Achilles radio message receptions, (though
Itasca & Achilles were _not_ in direct communication with one another)
seemingly suggesting that the information _may_ have been obtained from
Achilles’ radio logs.
Upon reading the ‘attached’ copy of the ‘supposedly’ contemporaneously
recorded radio traffic, that took place shortly after the Earhart
aircraft was presumed ‘down’, certainly makes one realize just how
frustrating those hours were, as the radio room personnel, both on-board
ships & ground stations, ‘strained’ to hear _some_ ‘weak’, confirming
signal from Earhart’s Electra aircraft, that might have provided _some_
clue as to whether she _had_ indeed, landed (somewhere) safely & where,
might be, that location .
Again, congratulations on an outstanding job of ‘detective’ work in
tracking down Sir Peter Dawnay & my continuing appreciation of the
effort you are expending on behalf of my ‘quest’ .
Also, please give Sir Peter my compliments on a very long, outstanding &
distinguished naval career !
Don Neumann
sandon@webtv.net
USA
*****
EARHARTFORUM Archives -- December 2002, week 1 (#47)
Address:http://home.ease.lsoft.com/scripts/
wa.exe?A2=ind0212a&L=earhartforum&T=0&F=&S=&P=4502
************
06:00Z (6:30 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA sends a voice transmission on 3105: “IF YOU HEAR US PLEASE GIVE
US SERIES OF LONG DASHES. GO AHEAD PLEASE.”
06:00 (6:30 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
At that moment, aboard the British cruiser HMS ACHILLES, the radio
operator
logs:
TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER WITH HARSH NOTE WAS HEARD TO MAKE “PLEASE GIVE US
A FEW DASHES IF YOU GET US”. This transmission ends at 06:03Z
ACHILLES is approximately 1,000 nm southeast of Howland enroute from
Samoa to Hawaii.
06:04Z (6:34 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: HEARD SOMETHING LIKE GENERATOR START AND THEN STOP ON 3105.
Two minutes later they hear the same thing.
At the same time, ACHILLES logs: A SECOND TRANSMITTER WAS THEN HEARD TO
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MAKE DASHES WITH NOTE MUSICAL STRENGTH GOOD.
Both stations describe a signal that is on and then off.
06:06 (6:36 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA then sends code on 3105: GAVE HER LONG CALL ON KEY This, of
course, would involve sending the airplane’s callsign, KHAQQ.
At this time ACHILLES hears: FIRST TRANSMITTER WAS THEN HEARD TO MAKE
KHAQQ TWICE BEFORE FADING OUT.
06:07Z (6:37 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: SIGNALS ON AND OFF. THINK IT IS PLANE ?? SIGNALS ARE
UNREADABLE (but) HEARD THE WORD EARHART.
ACHILLES is apparently no longer hearing anything. PAA Mokapu, likewise,
hears nothing at this time. Nobody else in Hawaii or on the mainland
U.S.
hears anything during this whole episode.
**********************************************
**********************************************
06:13-14Z (6:43-4 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: QZ5 INTERFERING ON 3105 NOW - QZ5 CALLING KACA...
We have, so far, not been able to figure out who QZ5 and KACA are. The
call-signs don’t match any ships or stations we can find listed. It may
be that they are commercial aviation stations, aircraft or ground, in
Hawaii (which would explain why QZ5 is sending code on 3105 trying to
raise KACA).
06:15Z (6:45 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: CALLING PLANE NOW ON FONE ON 3105 KCS
The interence has apparenty stopped and O’Hare tries again.
06:16Z (6:46 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: HE COMES RIGHT BACK, WHOEVER IT IS
O’Hare gets an immediate male voice reply but he still can’t make out
what is
being said.
But then QZ5 is back sending code again, this time calling KCWR (whom we
can’t find either) and blocking the unidentified voice transmission.
06:21Z (6:51 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: CALLING QZ5 NOW AND ASKING WHAT IS THE NAME OF YOUR
STATION? This was sent in code.
06:24Z (6:54 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASACA logs: SOMEONE COMES BACK ON FONE. CALLED EARHART AND ASKED HER
TO COME IN. TOLD OTHER STATIONS TO REMAIN QUIET / 3105 FONE
06:25Z (6:55 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: ITASCA CALLING QZ5, WHAT IS THE NAME OF YOUR STATION, OVER
O’Hare is sending code, trying to find out who QZ5 is. He sends this
twice but never gets a repy.
06:26Z (6:56 p.m. aboard ITASCA)
ITASCA logs: FONE SIGNALS DEFINITELY NOT EARHART
Another puzzling entry. Has O’Hare heard more from the unintelligible
male
voice? He is sure that it’s not Earhart but he doesn’t seem to know who
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it is. It appears that he is dismissing the possibility that these are signals
from the plane solely because the voice is male.
Dave,
Sorry to learn of Sir Peter’s demise, I imagine he would have had a host
of interesting, historically significant stories to relate.
Perhaps you’re correct, maybe he did preserve for his posterity/legacy,
journals or diaries he maintained throughout his distinguished service
career, with maybe a ‘footnote’ about the ‘Earhart’ search ?
The notes that I sent to you regarding the transmission(s) between
Achilles & Hawaii are _not_ certifiably, contemporaneous documentation
of exactly what transpired, as I believe they were ‘gleaned’ from notes
supplied by Earhart writers, who probably secured such information,
second or third hand from yet other sources. The ‘logs’ referred to
in these transmission reports _may_ be the logs of the American stations
in Hawaii that received such transmissions from Achilles.
I would be more inclined to accept Jack Williamson’s version as a
first-hand, ‘on-site’ account of what actually happened, as opposed to
uncertified ‘snippets’ of coded messages, exchanged between Achilles &
Hawaii stations.
So the search goes on (seemingly interminably) !
Wish you well in your efforts to track down Sir Peter’s son & any
possible diaries or journals his dad left behind.
Thanks again for all your help,
Don Neumann
sandon@webtv.net
USA


